charge

a quantity of explosive to be set off at one time
exchange or replace with another, usually of the same kind or category
occurring or appearing or singled out by chance
of uncertain outcome; especially fraught with risk
a rhythmical work song originally sung by sailors
small crude shelter used as a dwelling
European scaleless blenny
a simple version of hockey played by children on the streets
Hor on ice or on a fieldL using a ball or can as the puck
the characteristic sounds made by a horse
habitually complaining

a person given to excessive complaints and crying and whining
any of numerous small silvery North American
cyprinid fishes especially of the genus Notropis
shake, as from cold
a razor powered by an electric motor
someone who has or gives or receives a part or a share
an effigy in the shape of a man to frighten birds away from seeds
an electronic pulse counter used to count pulses
that occur too rapidly to be recorded individually
an official who affixes a seal to a document
a person skilled in a particular type of therapy
a machine that cuts the heads off grain and moves them into a wagon
someone who reads proof in order to find errors and mark corrections
give an interpretation or rendition of
an owner of property who receives payment for its use by another person
someone who rants and raves; speaks in a violent or loud manner
an enlisted soldier who serves in the ranks of the armed forces
desire strongly or persistently
a programmer for whom computing is its own reward; may enjoy the
challenge of breaking into other computers but does no harm
small striped semiterrestrial
eastern American squirrel with cheek pouches
long slender feather on the necks of e.g. turkeys and pheasants
challenge aggressively

Hpaper makingL a frame used to form paper pulp into sheets

HstatisticsL any of nine points that divided
a distribution of ranked scores into equal intervals
where each interval contains one-tenth of the scores
make dirty or spotty, as by exposure to air; also used metaphorically
give a definition for the meaning of a word
make more complex, intricate, or richer
express discontent
the act of despoiling a country in warfare
a deep narrow steep-sided valley
Hespecially one formed by running waterL
in a raving manner
migratory

capturing cattle or horses with a lasso
brick that is laid sideways at the top of a wall
of the relatively near future
orienting or directing homeward or to a destination
hulled corn with the bran and germ removed
a sermon on a moral or religious topic
having a feeling of home; cozy and comfortable
according with custom or propriety
light and humorous drama with a happy ending
comedo

a black-tipped plug clogging a pore of the skin

